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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The medical scientist bore the chief responsibility 
for initiating current obstetrical practices that have 
resulted in the sate maternity care that we have today. 
Perhaps it is the nurse--functioning today as a profes-
sional person--who can now contribute her share to 
practices that will provide parents with the personal 
interest, emotional support, and information which 
represent their primary unmet needs of today.l 
This P' oposal is a challenging one to those nurse 
educators who are helping to prepare the nursing student tor 
professional practice in the materni~ nursing field. There 
is abundant evidence that most maternity patients have unmet 
emotional and educational needs. One of the primary educa-
tional goals in maternity nursing education is to help the 
nursing student develop a sensitivity to these needs and an 
ability to contribute her share toward meeting them. 
There is also an increasing concern among nurse 
educators that the nursing student, too, has emotional needs 
as well as educational needs. This concern has stimulated 
a growing recognition that the nursing student must be helped 
toward an understanding of her own relations with others, of 
lLesser, Marion S. and Keane, Vera R., Nurse-Patient 
Relationships in a Hospital Maternity Service, 
p. 224. 
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the attitudes she arouses in others, end of the attitudes in 
herself that motivate her behavior. If she is to be helped 
toward an increased understanding of herself and others, it 
is necessary to know something of the nature of her needs--the 
nature or her response to her relationships. 
It seems timely, therefore, to investigate the nursing 
student's emotional response to her maternity nursing experi-
1 ence--a nursing experience which is profoundly close to the 
lives of young women. 
Statement of the Problem 
As a young woman, and during her maternity nursing 
experience, the nursing student is resolving developmental 
problems which relate directly to the "content" of obstetrics. 
It is probable that an increased awareness of her own woman-
hood and her own potential as a wife and mother would occur 
during this period of gl. ving nursing care to mothers and 
babies. If she has a heightened sensitivity to her own femi-
nine role, this emotional self-involvement is significant. 
The problem investigated in this study is therefore expressed 
as follows: 
If the young female nursing student is more aware 
of her womanly capacities in this environment which 
points up the woman's child-bearing role, 1n what 
ways does she express feelings and attitudes which 
reveal this awareness? 
The investigation of this problem is based on the assumption 
that the student's emotional response to her clinical nursing 
3 
experience is oftentimes a self-involvement which prevents 
her from appreciating and meeting the emotional needs of 
her patients. 
Justification 
One of the major barriers to the recognition and 
meeting of the dependency needs of new mothers 
lies in the widespread belief among nurses that 
mothers are or should be independent and there-
fore have o2 should have no needs in this 
connection. 
Eliminating this barrier, in large measure, depends upon de-
veloping in the nursing student an ability to identify her 
fUnctions with patients' goals. Any insight into ways of 
fostering this ability in the student would be valuable to 
this end. 
Education of the young student nurse during her ma-
ternity nursing experience must aim at helping her to learn 
to recognize and meet the dependency needs of new mothers. 
However, her ability to give support and understanding to them 
is unmistakably related to the support and understanding she 
herself receives during this time. This concept is expressed 
vividly by Florence Blake3 when she says, "The student nurse 
is in the process of growth and needs further emotional pre-
paredness if she is to become ready to function creatively in 
2 Ibid, p. 213. 
3Blake, Florence G., The Child, His Parents and the 
NUrse, p. 24. 
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a professional role. She, too, has emotional and social needs 
and must receive before she can give.n 
A survey of recent nursing literature will show an 
awareness of the need tor students to gain an understanding 
of their own behavior as well as that of the patient. A stu-
dent's learning about herself and her capacities takes place 
within her relationships with people. The significance of her 
relationships with new mothers and babies during her maternity 
nursing experience has received scant attention in the litera-
ture. Therefore, this study is largely an exploratory one. 
The investigator considers this exploration an important step 
toward a better understanding of the students' needs. It her 
own needs for support and understanding are met, is she not 
then more free to meet the new mother's dependency needs? 
Scope of the Problem 
This is an exploratory study concerned with the 
reactions of eight basic collegiate nursing students to their 
maternity nursing clinical experience. Of primary concern 
are those responses which indicate that they are acutely aware 
of their own feminine role during this time of giving nursing 
care to mothers and babies. In eight group meetings in which 
the students participated in free discussion, an attempt was 
made to identify and explore those factors which could be 
interpreted as revealing the students' feelings and attitudes 
about family relationships and parenthood. 
5 
As the group discussion progressed, stUdent response 
to the weekly hour together pointed to the group setting as an 
outlet for expressing problems, feelings, and attitudes common 
to many of them and incidental to the problem being investi-
gated. This realization prompted the investigator to expand 
the data to include indications that the group experience had 
value quite apart from the collection of data pertinent to the 
study. 
Limitations of the Study 
1. The size and composition or the sample, namely, 
eight students or nursing in a basic collegiate 
program, were limiting factors. 
----:;:_ 
2. The limited number of' group discussions would 
influence the amount or meaningful data obtain·ed. 
The first group discussion with the students was 
held during the fourth week of their ma temi ty 
nursing experience. Had it been possible to meet 
weekly with them throughout their entire experience 
or twelve weeks, the data would unquestionably 
have been enriched. 
3. During the group discussions, when the students 
were voluble, it was difficult for the observer-
recorder to write fast enough, and some data un-
doubtedly were 1ost. Tabulation of data is one 
step removed from reality; for this reason some 
of the details which made the original comments 
so enlightening cannot be indicated in the written 
word. This is particularly true of VGcal intona-
tions, postural changes, and those characteristics· 
which in so many ways reveal emotion-laden 
material. 
4. Appraisal or the kind of self-revelation disclosed 
by the students is largely an intuitive one. Ex-
traction of the data from the group discussion 
material and its interpretation rests with the 
judgment of the investigator. To add reliability 
to this interpretation, the investigator's choice 
and treatment of data were confirmed by a mater-
nity nursing specialist and a psychiatric nursing 
specialist. 
Definition of Terms 
Thurstone•s4 definition or the word "attitude" is ap-
•· -
plicable to this study. "-------the sum total of a man's in-
clinations and feelings, prejudice or bias, preconceived 
notions, ideas, fears, threats, and convictions about any spe-
cified topic. a 
4Thurstone, L. L., "Attitudes Can Be Measured", in 
Skinner, Charles E., Readings in Educational 
Psychology, p. 216. 
---::--
., 
Preview of MethodologY 
The investigator met with eight basic collegiate nur-
sing students during their maternity nursing clinical experi-
ence tor one hour a week over a period of eight weeks. These 
eight hours were devoted to group discussion with the investi-
gator as leader of the group. An observer-recorder, present 
at all meetings, was responsible for the collection ot data. 
At the end of the eight-week period the students responded to 
::· 
a questionnaire designed primarily to elicit student evaluation 
of the group experience. 
Sequence ot Presentation 
Chapter II deals with the philosophy underlying the 
study and a statement of the hypothesis. 
Chapter III will present a description of the method-
ology used. It includes a description of the study group and 
a brief description ot the agency in which the study took 
place. 
Chapter IV is a presentation and discussion of the 
findings. 
Chapter V is a summary of the findings and conclusions, 
together with recommendations growing out ot the study. 
In the Appendix will be found the evaluation 
questionnaire. 
- _:L- -
CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF THE STUDY 
Philosophy Underlying the Study 
We all prefer to overlook emotional conflicts in others 
because seeing them stirs up those unresolved difficul-
ties Ihich lie within us all; it is much easier to turn 
away. 
The maternity nurse who presents a picture of effi-
ciency, hustle and bustle, and technical competency is a fa-
miliar one to many a maternity patient. She attends to the 
physical needs of mothers and babies; she implements the 
routine of antepartal, intrapartal and postpartal nursing ser-
vice; and she scrupulously assists the obstetrician in carrying 
out his health goals for the patients. Lesser and Keane~ in 
an adventurous study of the role of the nurse in the frame-
work of one of the outstanding maternity services in this 
country, point to the obstetrical praetiee which substantiates 
these aspects of the maternity nurses' functioning. 
Today, medical science 1n the obstetric field has ad-
vanced to the point Where health and safety goals are 
1Blake, Florence, The Child, His Parents and the 
Nurse, p. XIII. 
2Lesser, Marian and Keane, Vera, Nurse-Patient Rela-
tionships in a Hospital Maternity Service, p. 2os. 
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achieveable for most patients. This knowledge trans-
lated into practical application has become so generally 
a part of routine practice that procedures vital to 
these goals tend to be followed consistently. Most nur-
sing functions in maternity as well as the functions of 
all other professional and auxiliary workers, have 
centered around these needs. 
However, they reveal that the maternity patients inter-
viewed seemed not to be concerned with the kind and quality of 
physical care they received. 
We learned that patients take for granted the technical 
competence of nurses, but that they have strong emotional 
needs for understanding, for fear-dispelling information 
and reassurance, and3for support during what is essentially a lonely experience. 
Three kinds of barriers which often inhibited satis-
factory meeting of the maternity patients' informational and 
educational needs were cited in the study. These were bar-
riers in institutional practice, in the individual patient, 
and in the individual nurse. 'l'he limitations in the individual 
nurses' concepts and practices which made for a strong bar-
rier were found to be as follows: 
1. nLack of awareness of certain needs that patients 
have.n 
2. nFailure to accept the validity of patients' 
needs.n 
3. nunwillingness to accept a role requisite to filLmg 
a patient need.n 
4. nLimitations in skills required to meet patient 
3 Ibid., p. 206. 
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needs." 
5. "Limitations in knowledge about human behavior."4 
This list was prefaced with the following statement: "It is 
hoped that an objective look at the limitations may help to 
5 provide clues concerning how they may gradually be overcome." 
It would seem no small task to overcome limitations of 
this kind. However, in the area of maternity nursing educa-
tion some of the answers might be sought. The student nurse 
usually starts her clinical nursing experience full or enthu-
siasm and anxious to understand how she can best meet her 
patients' needs. What happens during her nursing experiences 
to effect the kind of limitations described of the maternity 
nurses by Lesser and Keane :tn their study? What in their 
student experience prevented them from establishing the close 
rapport with patients which would have enabled them to give 
other things to patients than mechanical perfor.mance to meet 
bodily needs? Why does the maternity nurse eventually appear 
to the patient more like an automaton than a person? 
Dr. Gerald Caplan,6 in a recent publication, Mental 
Health Aspects of Social Work in Public Health, sugges~what 
might occur in nursing situations to produce this pattern of 
seeming insensitivity to patient needs. He vividly describes 
4Ibid, pp. 213-214. 
5Ibid, p. 212. 
6caplan, Gerald, Mental Health Aspects of Social Work, 
p. 39. 
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the ways in which medical students build up derenses in order 
to protect themselves against painrul feelings they experience 
during their first encounters with patients in the hospital. 
He reels that at the beginning or their medical education they 
are most sensitive to people and interpersonal relationships, 
but that the uncomfortable situations they encounter on the 
wards force them to perrect defenses which, in time, result 
in their concern for the patients as only 11 cases11 or "diseases" 
He states that the same mechanismcan operate with nurses and 
describes this in the following way: 
Nurses are usually young girls when they become stu-
dent nurses, usually in late adolescence. Part or 
their nursing consists of learning to take care or 
the intimate bodily processes or patients, which 
means a good deal of seeing and touching of bodies of 
people, of both men and women; and having to deal with 
the taking care of the bodies of women and men stimu-
lates them in developing their own sexual_!eelings. 
This is a stress situation which is no mean one. 
-------It depends on how they handle this. They may 
handle it in such a way that they may ward it orr 
completely, and then they become quite mechanical in 
their nursing techniques, and they turn these people 
into dummies. The reason they do that is to protect 
themselves when they are in this situation. -------
You have to help them handle these emotional difri-
culties. You have to help them have a professional 
distance where they can empathize and not identiry. 
Dr. Caplan's concept appears to have a significant 
implication in considering the student in the maternity nursine 
situation. During her maternity nursing experience, the nur-
sing student as a potential wire and mother is resolving de-
velopmental problems which relate directly to the content of 
obstetrics. The situations she observes on the maternity ward 
12 
may facilitate or complicate the resolution of these problems. 
It there is a recognition of those areas in her experience 
which could precipitate emotional difficulties for her, per-
haps she could then be helped to recognize her feelings, If 
she can be helped to recognize and handle her feelings, then 
perhaps she will not be forced to suppress them to the point 
ot denying their existence. This denial, as indicated by Dr. 
Caplan, can be a powerful protective device and can lead to 
an insensitivity to the feelings of patients and an inability 
to meet their emotional needs, It is almost as if the nurse 
were saying, "I will not let myself be aware of your feelings 
for, if I do, it will be too painful for me to accept. I will, 
therefore, deny the existence of your feelings and mine. It's 
more comfortable for me that way." She then becomes increas-
ingly oblivious to her patients' feelings and needs in order 
to protect herself from constant frustration, with the result 
that she retreats and carries out her job in a mechanical, 
unfeeling way, 
The Human Relations Service of Wellesley, Inc., 
Wellesley, Massachusetts, reports an experimental program in 
nursing education, the aims of which show a concern tor the 
student's emotional response to her nursing experience. Groups 
of first year nursing students participated in a Human Rela-
tions Seminar, the objectives of which were: 
1. "To understand other people we have to start by 
_understanding ourselves." 
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2. "To help handle common problems berore they 
become so big as to interrere with performance." 
3. "To provide those individuals with severe emo-
tional problems the opportunity or recognizing 
the severity of their difficulties, as well as 
a channel for obtaining individual help and 
therapy."7 
:: 
The group work experiment led to publication of some interestirg 
results. It was felt by the investigators that the seminar had 
been effective in controlling and handling varying degrees or 
student tension unfavorable to learning and undesirable for 
their own welfare. Discussion of emotion-laden sexual material 
in a non-punitive atmosphere was thought to be helpful to the 
students. The students became increasingly aware or the various 
-personal factors involved in many of the problems which they 
brought to the group; and through a better knowledge of them-
selves and heightened insight into the needs of others, they 
moved toward examining the causal factors of problem situations 
rather than the unfortunate symptoms. This led them to a new 
attitude toward conflict situations. 
The dramatic outcomes or this group work experiment 
point not only to a greater insight into student needs during 
their nursing experience, but also to the importance this 
method might hold for the future of nursing education. 
It is also possible that such a technique might, with 
studied refinement, provide a partial answer to one of 
the most perplexing questions now being investigated by 
7Rosenberg, Pearl P. and Fuller, Myrtice L., "Human 
Relations Seminar". Mental Hygiene 39:411, 
July, 1955. 
-- - --- ---
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many researchers in the field of nursing education, 
namely the problem of producing a greater number of 
well-adjusted women who will be agle to function suc-
cessfully as professional nurses. 
We see nursing viewed here as more than an educative 
instrument. It is seen also as a maturing force which aims to 
promote the forward movement of the student's personality. 
How can nursing function as a maturing force in ordinary nur-
sing situa tiona\' 
Maternity nursing is perhaps considered the most "nor-
mal" nursing experience the students encounter, and it is not 
unusual to hear students refer to maternity nursing as a tedi-
ous experience. They claim it is not exciting, there is no 
pathology to study, and the care is routine, monotonous and a 
bore. 9 Why do they feel this way? Why are they not challenged 
by maternity nursing? Lesser and Keane10 tell us that in part 
this feeling may be a result of the segmented care and the 
assembly line care that have become patterns in many obstetri-
cal services. One might question that it may also be due in 
part to experiences which have brought frustration rather than 
gratifying human relationships for the students--that their 
need for understanding patients and learning to work with them 
8Ibid, p. 432. 
9Reynolds, Helen, "A Study of the Satisfactions and 
Dissatisfactions Expressed by Twelve Basic Col-
legiate Students of Nursing in Relation to their 
Maternity Nursing Experience", Unpublished Master's 
Thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1956. 
10Lesser ~d KEl6ne, O:E cl_t., _pp. 207-~08._ 
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has somehow been thwarted. 
Maternity nursing as a subject for study for the young 
nursing student actually holds a tremendous potential con-
tribution for her own personal growth and development toward 
mature womanhood. T.he nursing situations she experiences are 
so very close to her own primary concerns--love, sex, marriage, 
and motherhood. As she becomes involved in caring for mothers 
while they are pregnant, in helping them through the process 
or labor and delivery, in nursing them following the birth, 
and in caring for their babies, is she not also involved in 
thinking about her own potential as a wire and mother? 
How does the student reel about the mother who doesn't 
want her baby or who refuses to care for her baby because it 
is not the desired sex? Is the student identifying so closely 
with "motherhood" that she rejects the mother who doesn't reel 
as she does, and is she perhaps fluctuating between wanting to 
support this mother and not being able to because or her own 
strong feelings or hostility and rejection? As she cares for 
this mother's baby in the nursery, does she reel hatred toward 
the mother and possessiveness toward the babyf Incapable or 
separating her own feelings from those she thinks the mother 
should have, she, in all probability, finds this emotional self-
involvement a strong deterrent to meeting the mother's needs 
for acceptance and understanding. 
What is the nursing student's reaction as she gives 
nursing care to an unwed mother in a society which continues 
16 
to reject the illegitimate child? It might be expected that 
many of her feelings would be aroused in response to a situa-
tion which reflects the consequences of conduct considered im-
moral in our society. Preoccupation with establishing relation• 
ships with members of the opposite sex and learning to manage 
increased sexual strivings are extremely important areas of 
concern to the young female. Often she has strong feelings 
(and to be sure, mixed feelings) relating to her own unresolved 
conflicts concerning sexual behavior; feelings about premarital 
intercourse, courtship behavior, extended courtships due to 
educational preparation and the resulting strain on sexually 
mature couples. It is highly possible that she is finding 
that the path to moral maturity in a complex society is not 
always clearly marked and the goal not easily reached. 
Our young people are expected to grow toward moral 
maturity in a society of conflicting standards and one in which 
modern living is characterized by an abundance of sex-stimu-
lating conditions. Our whole system of social values is a 
strain on youth in selection of life values and in setting life 
goals for themselves. The basic difficulties of reconciling 
the teachings of authority with 
doubt trouble and perplex them. 
the practices of society no 
11 Margaret Mead colorfully 
expresses the inconsistency in their world when she states, 
As a culture, we have given up chaperonage. We permit 
and even encourage situations in which young people can 
11Mead, Margaret, Male and Female, p. 216. 
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indulge in any sort o~ sax behavior that they elect. 
At the same time we have not relaxed~ whit our dis-
approval o~ the girl who becomes pregnant, nor sim-
pli~ied the problems o~ the unmarried mother who must 
~ace what to do about her child. -------We actually 
place our young people in a virtually intolerable 
situation, giving them the entire setting ~or behavior 
~or which we than punish them whenever it occurs. 
The investigator ~eels that the student's emotional 
response to her maternity nursing experience is sign~icant, 
and that this response is closely related to the young ~amale 
student's acute awareness o~ her own womanly capacities. 
Hypothesis 
The young ~emale student during her maternity nursing 
experience expresses ~eelings and attitudes which 
reveal an awareness o~ her own womanly capacities. 
She does this in the ~ollowing ways: 
1. She has an ideal concept o~ motherhood. 
2. She personalizes motherhood. 
3. She is concerned with sexual and/or moral 
issues as they relate to her own growth 
toward moral maturity. 
----- :::-
CHAPTER lli 
METHODOLOGY 
Description of the Stud;y Group 
The study group included eight third-year students in 
the tully accredited Boston University School of Nursing four 
year basic collegiate program. Their ages ranged from twenty-
one to twenty-two years. 
During their first two years, the students' courses 
were conducted mainly on the campus except for certain nursing 
courses conducted at the MassaChusetts Memorial Hospitals. 
Before they started their maternity nursing clinical experience 
they had, aaong other courses, satisfactorily completed soci-
ology, psychology, child growth and development, fundamentals 
of nursing, and twenty-tour weeks of content and clinical ex-
perience in medical and surgical nursing. An excerpt from the 
Boston University School of Nursing Bulletin describes the 
major emphasis or the tour year education experience. 
The general education, encompassing social and biologi-
cal sciences and the humanities, serves as a sound 
foundation for professional nursing and constitutes 
about one half of the hours required in the program. 
The nursing core which integrates theory and practice 
develops through selected learning experience under-
standings, skills, and appreciations in the areas of 
communication, interpersonal relations, management, 
manual skills, problem-solving, and teaching. -------
The School of Nursing and the University are vitally 
concerned with the personal development of each 
18 
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individual student. They seek continuously to pro-
mote the general well-being of students and to guide 
them towards mature self-direction as responsible 
citizens in present-day society,l 
For the twelve-week maternity nursing course, the stu-
dents utilized the obstetrical clinical facilities or the 
Beth Israel Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts. 
Description of the Agency 
The Beth Israel Hospital is a 366-bed general hospital, 
the obstetrical unit of which contains eighty-one beds and 
ninety-one bassinets. The Beth Israel Hospital School ot 
Nursing, with a program of studies covering a period of three 
years, is an integral part of the hospital. "The Hospital is 
a teaching hospital for nurses, medical students, interns, 
dieticians, dentists, social workers, public health workers, 
technicians, and practicing physicians. We believe that the 
high standards of medical care practiced at the Beth Israel 
Hospital, as well as the programs of medical teaching andre-
search, enrich the clinical experience of the student nurse."2 
The obstetrical unit,,. which is of primary concern to 
this study, is located on three floors of the hospital. On the 
first of the three floors, 6 South, there are twenty-four beds, 
all of which are in private rooms. These are used to tacili-
1Boston University Bulletin, School of NUrsing, 1956-
195'7, P• 28. 
2Beth Israel Hospital School of Nursing Announcement, 
1967-1958, P• 5, 
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tate the needs or private postpartum patients, patients with 
either pre- or postpartum complications and some patients with 
gynecological disorders related to early pregnancy. There are 
also twenty bassinets in the nursery located on this floor. 
On the second or the three floors, 7 South, there are 
sixteen two-bed, semi-private rooms. This floor accommodates 
postpartum patients who are under the care of both private 
obstetricians and the obstetrical residents. Two newborn 
nurseries are in use on this floor. 
The third and last floor of this department, 8 South, 
is primarily composed or the premature nursery, which bas faci-
lities to care for twelve, and the delivery suite. In the de-
livery suite, there are four two-bed labor rooms, four de-
livery rooms, and one caesarean section room. Approximately 
twenty-five hundred babies are delivered in this unit each 
year. 
In addition to the three floors described, a portion or 
the out-patient department is devoted to pre- and postnatal 
clinics. About five hundred maternity patients a year eome to 
this hospital through the prenatal clinic. 
Maternity Nursing Course 
Inasmuch as the JZ' esen t study is concerned with mater-
nity nursing, a brief overview or the course content seems de-
sirable for a better understanding or the clinical nursing ex-
perience. The nursing care of mothers and babies in all phases 
21 
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of the maternity cycle and the neonatal period is included. 
The course is built upon three major concepts: that pregnancy 
is a normal physiological function; that there are deviations 
from the normal which the nurse must learn to recognize and 
deal with appropriately; that the nurse has a definite respon-
sibility for parent education. The student is given supervised 
experiences in the nursing care of mothers in the antepartal, 
intrapartal, and postpartal periods; the care of the newborn 
infant; and in patient teaching. 
Maternity nursing and maternity nursing practice is 
given by a member of the Maternity and Child Health Nursing 
Department of Boston University School of Nursing in collabora-
tion and cooperation with head nurses, supervisors, obstetri-
cians, social workers and other allied personnel working in the 
clinical field. 
This study was conducted in cooperation with the in-
structor in maternity nursing and was limited to the hospital 
experience. 
Tools Used to Collect Data 
During her own experience as a maternity instructor, 
the investigator observed that nursing students have a varied 
number of reactions to the clinical nursing experience. The 
pressure of some of these reactions had oftentimes dissolved a 
structured class time into a discussion time--a time during 
which the students were eager to talk about their relationships 
22 
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with their patients and co-workers--and a time during which 
they indicated that the emotional involvements resulting from 
these relationships were disturbing. This personal experience 
decided the choice of methodology for this study. 
This observed mutual sharing of reactions appeared to 
be a promising source or data for a study of this kind. Since 
people are essentially gregarious, it seemed logical and prac-
ticable to encourage the recasting of reaction patterns through 
the medium or the group. If one student mentioned a fact re-
levant to her feelings, this would, in all probability, stimu-
late another student in regard to something pertinent to her-
self. Through this ~pe of associative action it was to be 
expected that the dynamics of group interaction would help the 
students reveal some of their needs. 
One hour a week for eight weeks was made available to 
the investigator for group discussions with the students. This 
hour each week was considered part of the students' class time. 
Prior to the first scheduled meeting, however, the researcher 
was introduced to the students by their instructor, and an 
informal discussion was held in an attempt to gain the stu-
dents' approval of and participation in the study. 
At this time, although the exact nature of the problem 
under study was not described, the following reasons for the 
study were expressed: 
1. In the near future Boston University School of 
Nursing students would have their first clinical 
;:: ----
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nursing experience in the maternity area, 
2. A better understanding of student reaction to the 
maternity nursing experience would be helpful in 
planning for future groups or students. 
3. If more is known about the adjustments young women 
must make to this experience, those who are respon-
sible for their learning will be more alert to pro-
blem areas. 
The students were informed that an observer-recorder would be 
present at all the meetings. This was acceptable to them and 
they were willing to cooperate and help in any way they could, 
The informal, comfortable atmosphere fostered by their instruc-
tor at this introductory meeting did much to establish rapport 
between the investigator and the student group. 
During the group meetings an attempt was made to keep 
factors which might interfere with group participation at a 
minimum. Although the meetings were scheduled within the 
academic framework, the hour or the group discussion was rela-
tively free from academic pressures.* The investigator filled 
the role of group leader and attempted to create an accepting, 
non-judgmental, permissive atmosphere in which the students 
might feel free to express their feelings and attitudes. The 
discussion was allowed to wander where it would, and structurkg 
by the leader was seldom used. The primary limits were those 
*an four occasions a maternity nursing test was adminis-
tered to the students following the group meeting. 
---·~ ··----·---,--~----------- . -· -· -· 
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of time and place and whatever feelings the students had about 
each other and the group leader which could have inhibited 
free expression. 
:: 
At the completion of the group meetings a question-
naire* was given to the students to elicit their written respaae 
to the group experience. It was felt that the questionnaire 
would serve the following purposes: 
1. Individuals vary in their ability to express 
openly their feelings and attitudes. An opportuni~ 
for written expression would give the less vocal 
student greater freedom. 
2. Information gained by this method would be a cheek 
on the investigator's choice and interpretation of 
data. Did the students see their reactions in the 
same way that the investigator interpreted their 
reactions? 
3. It would give the students an opportunity to evalu-
ate the group experience. Was the group process 
effective in any way unrelated to providing the 
researcher with data? 
*see Appendix A. 
CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS 
Presentation and Discussion of Data 
In analyzing the group discussion material to discover 
the student's feelings and at.titudes as they related to the 
problem under investigation, themes correlated with the hypo-
thesis were used as an aid in obtaining pertinent data. Seg-
ments of group discussion material which appeared to tit the 
predetermined themes were extracted and considered significant 
as evidence supporting the themes. 
These themes, selected in an effort to identity mater~ 
which might indicate that the nursing student was revealing 
an awareness of her own womanly capacities--that she was ex-
pressing feelings and attitudes which could be related to this 
awareness, are: 
#1. Close Identification with an Ideal Concept of 
Motherhood. 
#2. Personalizes Motherhood. 
#3. Concern for Sexual and/or Moral Issues. 
Data will be presented and discussed as it bears a relationship 
to the above themes. 
25 
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THEME #1 
Identification with an Ideal 
Concept of Motherhood) 
It seems reasonable to assume that a young female with 
childbearing potentialities would have her own ideal concept 
of what it would be like to be a mother, to have a baby. Iden-
tification is a mechanism in which the individual identities 
himself with some other person or institution usually or a 
successful or illustrious nature. 1 That the young female uses 
this mechanism while she is involved in her matemity nursing 
experience seems probable. 
In determining those elements in the discuasion material 
which pointed to the students' identification with an ideal 
concept of motherhood, discussion which concerned their appro-
val or disapproval of mothers' actions was considered signifi-
cant. If the students had a stereotyped concept of motherhood, 
it would be assumed that mothers who didn't measure up to their 
concept would be criticized. !bose mothers who met the stu-
dents' preconceived ideas of what motherhood should be would 
be praised. 
During the first group meeting, with the exception of 
one portion of discussion, the students appeared to be angry 
with some or the mothers under their care, or at least took a 
dim view of them as mothers. They spoke almost as it many of 
the mothers had let them down--they perhaps hadn't expected 
1 Coleman, .Tames 
p. 629. 
O •. Abnormal Psychology and Modern Life, 
-"----~- --
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mothers to be this way. It their expectations were a reflec-
tion of their ideal concept, and the mothers failed to meet 
these expectations in many ways, a resulting disappointment 
and anger with the mothers would seem to be a natural emotional 
response. 
As the groups progressed, although the students still 
brought up examples of mothers with whom they seemed to be 
disappointed, they talked less about these mothers and more 
about the needs and feelings of the maternity patients in their 
care. Their initial anger, evident in the first group meeting, 
appeared to give way to an attempt at genuine empathy in the 
remaining group meetings--not only are disapproval and approval 
registered, but an attempt at understanding the mothers aa 
individuals is in evidence. 
However, these suggestions of positive feelings toward 
the mothers are often described in a manner criticizing tra-
ditional obstetrical care and those people responsible for 
implementing it. Their supportive attitude toward the mothers 
seems to be a vehicle by which the students are able to release 
many feelings characteristic of their youth and growing matu-
rity. 
The limits of adolescence are not closely defined and 
maximum emotional development frequently is achieved many years 
after physical growth and development are complete. Young 
people in late adolescence are undergoing a tremendous struggle 
to be independent. They need to fight about something and to 
-_- ·-. .r: -_--
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experiment with authority and with the growing boundaries of 
the self as a young adult. This emancipator,r rebellion is 
often reflected in hostile criticism which serves to cover up 
their own personal anxiety and insecurity. 
The young student has a need to obtain prestige and to 
give dignity to herself, and she is most sensitive to situa-
tions which bolster her self-esteem and self-worth. This need 
for status is frequently sought at the expense of others--the 
graduate nurse and the doctor become those authority figures 
against whom she must rebel. What is the student's reaction 
when the graduate nurse and the doctor, whom she sometimes 
endows with magical properties, fail to meet her expectations, 
humanly err, and reveal weaknesses? 
Interwoven throughout the data, then, will be found 
those elements in the discussion material which reflect the 
young student's emotional needs as she strives toward becoming 
a nurse and an adult. 
The following excerpts from the group discussion mate-
rial are presented in the students' words along with the inves-
tigator's interpretation of these words. The interpretations 
attempt to show not only the relationship between the data and 
theme #1, but also an occasional indication of the students' 
reaction. 
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Group Meeting No. l 
The discrepancy existing between student expectation concerning 
maternity nursing and the maternity situation as they observe 
it is explored. It becomes apparent as they speak that this 
isn't childbearing as they expected it to be. 
Relationship 
to 
theme l 
Mothers 
should be 
enthused 
about their 
babies. 
Mothers 
aren 1 t sick. 
{dependent) 
Mothers 
shouldn't 
be like 
animals. 
:
11I expec tad it to be happier than 
' tl Med-Surg. 
"Parents who bave more children at 
home aren't as enthused about the 
baby, but it's still happier than 
Med-Sug." 
"There's a difference because we 
.know these people are 1nt sick." 
11
'lhey give so much medication to 
. women in labor. It 1 s a shock 
after being taught to go easy on 
mads." 
"They're almost like animalsl11 
.{Several voices here.) 11 Like 
animals." 
"I didn't exactly expect this. 
It frightens met" 
"They seem so unmanageable. It 
. takes two people to keep them in 
bed." 
"I worked as an aide before I came 
into training, on a maternity 
floor, and they used 1 Trilene 1 • 
It was much different. Here, 
they can't talk tor hours. 
They're so completely under when 
the baby is shown to them." 
"It's such a shock in the nur-
seryl The baby is bluish and 
so much mucus. They smell like 
paraldehyde, even two days 
later." 
Student 
reaction 
Anxiety 
Conflict be-
tween personal, 
ideals and 
experiential 
realities. 
Relationship 
to 
theme #1 
lni think we though.n 
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like it alright here, 
Student 
reaction 
I Ambivalence. 
Some mothers are looked upon as exhibiting behavior which seems 
to be unacceptable and inconsistent with the students' concept 
or motherhood and its responsibilities. 
Mothers 
should be 
more 
dignified. 
Mothers 
should be 
discrimi-
nating 
readers. 
·Mothers 
should be 
well-educa-
ted. 
"Wait 111 you get down to the wards 
. and see the way these women traipse 
around in their flimsy night-
gowns.n 
"They look awru11n 
"I don't know what they're thinking 
or.n 
Most or the women read True Romance 
and True Story. Veey few ot them 
read Intelligently. Right atter 
having a baby,too, that's all they 
readl It really bothers me.n 
rwny do you sup~ose they read that 
.sort or thing? )* 
Maybe their mothers didn't let 
them read it when they were young. n 
It's impossible not to know about 
.good magazines, but these mothers 
don't read them.n 
A lot or them get married right 
out or high school.n 
The private patients here don't 
read either. They spend all their 
time on the telephone. One pa-
tient's room looks like the flo-
rist moved in.n 
Resentment. (I'm going to 
school and 
putting ort · 
motherhood.) 
* Words enclosed within parenthesis indicate leader's 
- "1:' ___ - . eontributioi1 t~. di_scuss~()n ~_l)Ughout chapter. 
-:.;-----· 
Relationship 
to 
theme 1 
Mothers 
should be 
well-
informed. 
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n The young ones haven't grown out 
ot high school. They've stayed at 
the same level." 
*** 
"Some or these woaen don't know any-
thingl One aother in clinic the 
other day had been giving herself 
douches all during pregnancy." 
"You know, when the doctor takes 
their history, there's a question 
about using contraceptives. This 
one woman didn' t even know what 
they were." 
"I'll bet she did." 
"I don't think so." 
"Perhaps it she heard another word 
.she'd recognize it." 
*** 
Student 
reaction 
Two students' desire to help mothers ends in apparent rejection 
ot that help and resulting frustration tor the students. 
Mothers 
should be 
receptive 
to nurses' 
help. 
"The other day I took a baby into 
-a mother who was breast-reeding. 
This was her first time with the 
baby, and I was going to help 
her. She said she knew just how 
to do it. She'd read all about 
it and she was quite sure how to 
do it. Her first baby, tool I 
reviewed her tec~ique with her, 
but she didn't think she needed 
my help." ' 
"At least she'd read a book on itl" 
*** 
"One mother, I took the baby in to 
her to be fed, noticed a rash in 
the baby's face and asked me what 
it was. Just as I started to 
answer she said, 'I don't want to 
Need for 
recognition. 
Need for 
reeling or 
self-worth. 
., 
- 't~- . - . 
Relationship 
to 
theme fl 
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hear it from you. I want to hear 
it from the doctor. I don't mean 
to belittle you.' Nowd why did 
she mention it at alll 
*** 
Student 
reaction 
The following exchange between the students seems to show appro-
val ot a mother who wished to be conscious during the birth 
process, and also shows anger at the obstetrical practice which 
questions this approach to child-bearing. 
Mothers 
should want 
'to be awake 
to see their 
babies. 
- __ --;-:::: :t:. -
"I saw one woman have natural child-
birth. She had had one baby with 
medication and this time she was 
very curious to see what went on 
during labor." 
"She was the nicest patient." 
"Dr. X. said that those women have 
a psychiatric need to see their 
babies born, and that all those 
exercises are foolish." 
~sychiatric need?") 
"It bothered him to see us stay 
with her during labor. And we 
stayed one and one-half hours 
overtime to see her deliver. It 
really bothered him." 
"It he had said psychological need 
that would've been O.K., but psy-
chiatric suggests sickness to me! 
11It 1 s normal for a mother to want 
to see her child right attar de-
livery." 
(This confusion among the students 
as to the physician 1 s use of terms 
prompted the leader to explain a 
concept held among some obstetri-
cians, i. e., women who want labor 
and delivery in a conscious state 
Relationship 
to 
theme Ill 
Mothers 
shouldn't 
want to be 
"knocked 
out". 
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are probably masochistic.)2 
"I don't reel that way. They have 
_a minimum or pain. They're pre-
pared." 
"I think it's sadistic to make them 
-like animals." 
" The women ask ro r medication right 
_after they're admitted. They want 
to be knocked out. Their doctors 
tell them thel can have it when 
they want it. 
Group Meeting No. 2 
Student 
reaction 
The students register concern over the lack of consideration 
shown some or the mothers by doctors and nurses. 
•r actually only saw one reud take 
place between a nurse and a doc-
tor.• (Explanation of events 
leading up to feud.) "I was get-
ting angry because a patient was 
standing there. She was so 
frightened anyway, a Greek girl, 
and she couldn't understand Eng-
lish very well. I think she was 
more frightened because she 
thought the fight was over her." 
"Was she medicated?" 
"Yes, but not very much." 
- -
"You know, doctors and nurses 
aren't very carerul where they 
talk. Yesterday a doctor was 
talking to a nurse about a jaundiced baby right outside 
Identifies 
with mother 
and supports 
her. 
2Deutsch, Helene, ~ Ps~chology or Women, Volume II, 
Motherhood, pp. 45- 46. 
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Relationship 
to 
theme /11 
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the mother's room, The mother got 
hysterical and the pediatrician 
had to go in and talk with her. 
She was really upset." 
"Medicated patients often hear what 
_people say, One nurse said out 
loud, 1 1 can't stand this woman.' 
When she woke up she remembered 
the nurse saying that," 
"I guess some of these nurses in 
-the delivery room who've worked 
there a long time are at the end 
of their patience." 
"If some of those thick-headed 
grads would realize that if you 
fight an animal, it gets worsel 
If you talk gently to them, 
they'll listen." 
"If you treat them like a child, 
-just hold their hand, let them 
know that there is someone there 
they can touch. I medicated a 
mother the other day, and while 
she was going to sleep, she said 
to me, 'You'll be here, won't 
you?' They don't want to be 
alone. Many of them call for 
their mothers." 
·*** 
Student 
reaction 
Identifies 
with mother. 
Hostile 
criticism of 
authority. 
Recognition 
of mother's 
dependency 
needs. 
Restrictions placed upon the development of the mother-child 
relationship by the patterns of maternity care are a source of 
concern for the students, 
·Mothers 0 If a baby is shown to the mother 
at ten o 1 cloc~, then you can't 
show it again at two o'clock. 
She has to wait until she feeds 
it, if she's seen it once." 
Questions 
system, want to see 
their babies 
often. 
··-_::: __ Jr-
"Yes, and, fDon 1 t let the mother 
• hold the baby 1 '" 
Relationship 
to 
theme Ill 
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"Ir they have a Caesarean section 
they can't hold it for three days." 
11We Ire told there ian 1 t time to 
show babies. 'Why waste your tha 
taking babies to show mothers?', 
so we sit and fold shirts." 
*** 
Group Meeting No. 4 
Student 
reaction 
A student's concept of motherhood may determine her pattern of 
functioning. 
Mothers 
should show 
that they 
care. 
"I've been working in the nursery, 
and the mothers are all so dif-
ferent." 
"You could tell that two of the 
mothers really appreciated their 
babies, and I left their babies 
with them the longest. The rest 
of those I took care of didn't 
seem to care." 
*** 
"Last night when I was taking ba-
bies out, one mother was real 
nervous; it was her first time 
feeding her baby. Each time I 
took a baby out I 1 d go back to 
see her, to see how she was get-
ting along. Some or the mothers 
were getting impatient, so I ex-
plained to them that I was help-
ing another mother, and the ac-
cepted it." 
Two mothers 
exhibited 
characteris-
tics or 
caring in 
keeping with 
my concept. 
Meeting 
mother's de-
pendency 
needs. 
A mother who doesn't want to 11ft her head to feed her baby re-
ceives hostile criticism. This seems to be a natural emotional 
response for the young student who sees motherhood in an 
idealistic way. 
"She conveniently has a headache 
at ten, two, and six." 
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Relationship Student 
to reaction 
theme #1 
Mothers "She says she's going to have a 
should as- nurse when she goes home.• 
sume re-
sponsibilit 
:for their 
babies. 
•Yes, she said to me, 
_I bother to :feed itf 
to have a nurse come 
'Why should 
I'm going 
in.,. 
•such a cute baby, too.• 
"What's all this rot about mo-
therly instinctt• 
"I'm beginning to wonder." 
•r:r there was such a thing, there 
wouldn't be so many mothers re-
gretting that they even have one.• 
"There was one woman the other 
day, she was elderly, and it was 
her :first pregnancy. She was so 
glad to be pre§Dant and she had 
a miscarriage. 
*** 
Resents 
mother 
An attempt to justi:f'y and sincerely understand unacceptable 
behavior some mothers show is made by a student. Here she 
suggests that part o:f' the rejection mothers seem to display 
toward their babies is perhaps the :fault o:f' the system. 
Mothers 
shouldn't 
want to give 
their babies 
to nurses. 
- ----------- ·~--
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"But how about the mOther who stops 
_you in the hall to tell you to 
take her baby back to the nursery? 
She's :fed her baby, plopped it in -
the crib, and now you take it.• 
Some mothers just automatically 
get the baby and bring it to the 
door :for you to take away." 
I think a lot o:f' mothers :feel that 
-they're supposed to :feed the baby 
and can' t play with them. It 
makes me mad. The nurses make 
them :feel that's the only thing 
they're supposed to do." 
*** 
Resents mo-
thers' seem~ 
lack o:f' re-
sponsibility. 
Questions 
system. 
Relationship 
to 
th-e fl 
Student 
reaction 
A breast-feeding mother is regarded with feelings or support. 
A tense mother, very anxious to succeed, she is looked upon 
by a student as not being given a fair chance. 
"She's doing much better, but her 
doctor--oh, that manl Ever.r time 
he comes in to see her she ends 
up in tears. He gives her a 
three-day time l1m1 t to establish 
breast-feeding. She can try it 
for three days, and then, it it 
doesn't work, She should bottle 
feed. The milk doesn't even come 
in tor three days or so. But 
she's doing real well now.• 
*** 
Rejects 
doctor. 
Supports 
mother. 
The students attempt to stereotype breast-feeding mothers with 
little success. 
Intelligent 
mothers 
breast-teed. 
"I was reading an article in ~­
era' Digest that said women 
didrii£ want to breast-feed 'cause 
it ruins their figure, and actu-
ally• breast-reeding doesn't at 
all. 
•r think the most intelligent wo-
-men are the ones that are breast-
reeding. In the New York area 
it's quite prevalent.• 
"I beg to differ.• 
"r don't think you should genera-
lize.• 
"r think that the people in New 
. York 1dlo have money don't breast-
teed. You have more people in 
New England breast-feeding.• 
*** 
\ 
Relationship 
_ to 
theme #1 
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Group Meeting Bo. 5 
Student 
reaction 
Students suggest their dismay concerning some mothers' atti-
tudes toward breast-feeding. 
Mothers 
should find 
time tor 
their 
babies. 
"Most of them say they have no 
time.• · 
"They don't want to be 'tied 
. down'." 
"One mother said to me, 'Do ,-ou 
mean I have to hold the baby 
every time I teed hia?'" 
"What is this time elfllllent, any-
. way?" 
Resent mo-
thers' seem-
ing lack of 
concern. 
A discussion of prenatal care in the outpatient department 
leads the students to support mothers receiving this care. 
Mothers need 
information. 
(Contrast 
with e;roup 
Bo. l.J 
"I was in prenatal clinic last week 
. and it's really s\U'priaing how 
man,- 1r0men think the whole thing 
is a nuisance. ~e woman I was 
going through tile clinic with 
said, 'My mother told me it 1r0uld 
be like this in the clinic. She 
said it would take so much time 
to be examined. 1 And then my pa-
tient said that the next time she 
would wait until her bab,- was 
ready to come to see a doctor. 
They just don't understand what 
it's all tor and nobody explains 
it to them.• 
"Well, no wonder, the wa,- some ot 
them get rushed in and out." 
"Man,- don't eat the day the,- come 
to clinic because they're afraid 
when they get weighed the,- may 
have gained. The7 get weighed 
and tnen they go eat.• 
Relationship 
to 
theme #1 
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n ~ey get the business 1t they gain 
only half a pound." 
("Do you think the doctors are aware 
ot this practice?") 
Student 
reaction 
"Those doctors aren't aware of much Rejects 
ot anything at all down there. doctors. 
~.,. just want to get done. ~87 
don't want the women to see the 
same house officer each time 
'cause the women will look upon 
him as their own private doctor. • 
"One patient said to the doctor, 
'I'm always hungry!'" 
Some women know they've gained too 
.much and expect to get the busi-
ness, and they don't really relax 
until the lecture is over. And 
then the doctor reels ott a bunch 
of questions and she doesn't evan 
know llha t he said. • 
I can see why some of them don 1 t 
.come back." 
*** 
Identifies 
ith mothers 
d supports 
them. 
A unique situation on one postpartum floor points up the young 
students' consideration of a parent relationship and reveals 
some of their mixed feelings. 
•we have a patient with a real 
'Marlene Dietrich'' accent. She 1 s 
a real character and she has the 
most gorgeous husbandl" 
"Better than Mr. F.t• 
"Oh, yesl He's in some kind of for-
eip service. She 1 a been trying to 
talk me into ~ing into the diplo-
ma tic service. • 
-r: 
Relationship 
to 
theme fl 
Mothers 
shouldn't 
be so much 
older than 
rathers. 
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11 I think !he has some kind of' a 
.complex because she's about ten 
years older than he . 18 ." 
"I'll bet she's even older than 
. that." 
"She's a mighty weird person, real 
Student 
reaction 
Identities 
with the 
rather. 
nervous and easUy upset. She Identif'ies 
had a section. I felt so sorry with the 
f'or her, she had to have her mother. 
catheter inserted six times, but 
she was good about it.• 
11I went in the other afternoon and 
she was ceying. I talked to her Supports 
and she was so upset. She said mother. 
she didn't want that blonde wo-
man to come in her room any more. 
I guess in the morning she had 
had to cough and she asked a 
blonde nurse to put her hand on 
her abdomen to give her support 
and the nurse told her to do it 
herself'. This upset her so, she 
cried practically all day." 
*** 
Group Meeting No. 6 
Both a breast-reeding mother-and a bottle-feeding mother are 
given support. The students exhibit feelings of empathy. 
"Can you imagine, here 1 s a patient 
breast-feeding tor the first time 
and Miss X. (nursery head nurse} 
takes f'our of' us along with her 
to demonstrate breast-feeding. 
The poor patientl All of us 
standing around looking at her. 11 
"The way she runs in and picks up 
babies by their arms." 
11A mother was feeding her baby for 
.the first time, lactose water, and 
Sensitive to 
mother's 
needs. 
Insensitive 
to Miss X1 s 
needs. 
Relationship 
to 
theme Ill 
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it didn't take much. Miss X. 
grabbed the baby from the mother 
and forced it to take more and 
the baby spit it all up. When 
she lett with the baby, the mo-
ther said to me, 'My poor baby 
is out there with that woman1 111 
*** 
Student 
reaction 
Hostile 
critic ism of 
authority. 
Resentment of a system of maternity care which interferes with 
the students' ideal perception of the mothers' needs precipi-
ta tea anxiety and contlic t. 
Mothers are "Don 1 t they ever think of the pa-
indi vi duals. .. tien U They don 1 t. 11 
Mothers have 
needs as 
whole per-
sons. 
"It's like an assembly line, and 
the patients are all so tired. 
They don't get enough sleep, and 
it's always something." 
*** 
"It patients ask tor something, 
they're one ot 'those complainers'. 
One grad brought a patient to the 
floor from the delivery room and 
she said, 1She 1s asked me for 
three things already&'" 
*** 
(The students have been talking 
about one of the anaesthesiolo-
fists. The group leader says, 
I understand tor his patients in 
sections he uses Hi-Fi music 
whlle they're being anaesthetize~ 
The leader meant Caesarean Sec-
tions here.) 
"Patients in sectional That's what 
.they do here. They don't have a 
head or hands, just a fundus. '1'lutr 
never say, 'How's the patient?• 
It's always, 'How' a her tundus.f' 
The patient is just a tundusl 11 . 
Rebellion 
against 
system. 
Resistance to 
authority. 
Hostile 
rebellion. 
Relationship 
to 
theme f/1 
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"r suppose we have so much emphasis 
on the emotional needs or a pa-
tient we consider emotional sup-
port Just as important as physical 
care. 
*** 
Student 
reaction 
This is the 
source of our 
conflict. 
By distinct undercover activity on one postpartum floor, the 
students attempt to help the mothers learn more about baby 
care and get better acquainted with their babies. 
"You know it's awtul the way we do 
things we're not supposed to. 
Fathers hav We've been letting the fathers 
needs. hold their babies when we dis-
Mothers wan 
to do :t'or 
their ba-
bies. 
charge them. u 
"r close the door and pull the cur-
tains around and let the mothers 
dress their babies to go home. r 
got caught, too, and I said, 'Oh, 
aren't we supposed to let them 
dress the babies?' You know, 
these little white lies." 
"They watch you, though.• 
•You just act like you didn' t knar, 
-no one told you. • 
"Some of the mothers wait until we 
come on and ask to see their ba-
bies. Thel know we'll let them 
hold them. 
Sharing de-
fenses 
against 
system. 
Desire for 
recognition. 
The above data has been selected and interpreted as it 
seemed to bear a relationship to theme #1. (Close rdentifi-
cation with an rdeal Concept of Motherhood.) Comparison of 
discussion material in group meeting No. 1 with that in the 
latter group meetings shows a distinct shift in emphasis among 
the students. rn the beginning meetings they seemed to be 
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involved with an ideal concept ot motherhood. Mothers who met 
their expectations were praised and supported; those who 
didn't were criticized. In the latter meetings, they were in-
volved with an ideal concept ot the maternity nurse's relation-
ship to motherhood. Maternity care which didn't meet their ex-
pectations was severely condemned. Whereas their initial atti-
tude was one which in all probability could be a strong barrier 
against meeting the individual needs ot the mothers, their sub-
sequent concern tor meeting the individual needs of mothers 
became a strong barrier against their own comfortable confor-
mity and adjustment to the prevailing system ot maternity 
care. 
How did the students see themselves in their relation-
ships with mothers? Two questions on the student evaluation 
questionnaire* were designed to elicit responses which would 
serve to check the investigator's choice and interpretation ot 
data pertinent to theme #1. The questions and the students' 
responses are presented below. 
Question No. 4: Do you think you were able to express your 
feelings regarding your relationships with 
mothers? 
Possible choices: Always; Frequently: Moderately often; Some; 
Never. 
Student 
#1 
Choice Checked 
Always 
*see Appendix A. 
Supporting Statement 
11 Both dislikes and likes of mothel'a 
Student 
#2 
#3 
#4 
#5 
#6 
,.., 
#8 
Choice Checked 
Moderatel7 often 
Moderatel7 often 
Some 
Frequentl7 
Moderatel7 often 
l<'requentl7 
Moderatel7 often 
Supporting Statement 
and the discrepanc7 between the 
real and ideal were thoughtfull7 
explored. 11 
-
No c Ollllll8n t. 
"I found it easier to steam ott 
about mothers I disliked than 
rave about those I liked at 
first. Toward the end this be-
gan to change, both in and out 
of class." 
No comment. 
"I have a good relationship with 
.the mothers, thus I could ex-
press my feelings frequentl7." 
No comment. 
11It's difficult to express 70ur 
_entire feelings about a subject 
without perhaps monopolizing a 
conversation or sidetracking 
the discussion." 
"Yes, I think we ma7 have done 
.this indirectl7 at times as we 
brought out things the mothers 
did which we did not approve ot. 
Tnis did not neeessaril7 make 
for a poor relationship with 
them." 
Interpretation ot Comments 
Student #1 makes a meaningful comment which seems to 
corroborate the data presented. 
Student #3 spells out the progression evident in the 
data. Negative feelings towards mothers were more in evidence 
in the beginning meetings than in the latter ones. 
Student #5 seems to impl7 that all feelings must be 
f5 
positive. Negative feelings could not be expressed. 
Student #8 implies acceptance ot mothers even though 
there was disapproval. The data seems to bear this out. 
Question No. 15:* Did mothers meet your expectations? 
Possible choices: A great deal; Considerably; Moderately; 
Some; None. 
Student 
#1 
#3 
#4 
#5 
#6 
Choice Checked 
Considerably 
Some 
Moderately 
Moderately 
Moderately 
Moderately 
*see Appendix A. 
Supporting Statement 
"A tew were tar from my original 
expectations, but most were 
What r had expected." 
•I don't think I would have this 
.feeling in all hospitals, but 
here, too. many mothers do not 
want this responsibility and 
turn the baby·over to a nurse." 
"I was somewhat disappointed in 
.many ot them, especially in the 
way they didn't seem to really 
care about their babies. n 
"Most of them seemed highly dis-
.interested, but some were quite 
the opposite. r was surprised 
at the number who had nurses 
tor their babies.• 
"on the most part they did, but 
.a tew were disappointing. They 
didn't show the outward glow 
tor the new baby--they probably 
did inside--but, on the other 
hand; you must understand eve17" 
one that has a baby doesn't 
really want it." 
"I was disappointed at some ot 
. them." 
Student 
#7 
#S 
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Choice Checked 
Considerably 
Moderately 
Supporting Statement 
"It's difficult to say whether 
.. they met my expectations since 
I don't think I formed any un-
til arter I had met some mo-
thers. Arter this initial 
period I found I enjoyed work-
ing with mothers and ths. t they 
met most or the expectations or 
hopes I had formed. Some in-
dividuals fell rar below, but 
not in general." 
"I m117be didn't realize before 
.that mothers do have very hos-
tile feelings toward their ba-
bies and they can be very 
nor.mal feelings." 
Interpretation or Comments 
All eight students reveal feelings of disappointment 
with some mothers. This bears out the attitudes they revealed 
many times in the discussion material. The reasons five of 
them give for their disappointment are also in direct relation 
to the interpretation or the data: 
babies. 
Student #2--T.hey don't want the responsibility. 
Student #3--T.hey don't really seem to care. 
Student #4--They give their babies to nurses. 
Student #5--T.hey don't show they care. 
Student #8--They have hostile feelings toward their 
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THEME #2 (Personalizes Motherhood) 
Implicit in the foregoing data are indications that the 
students are in truth personalizing motherhood. They are in 
effect saying in many ways, "It I were a mother,-------·" 
However, to identity more directly the student's awareness or 
her own childbearing capacities, a second theme is used. Does 
she talk about herself as a potential mother? 
Relationship 
to 
theme f2 
Student 
reaction 
Feelings about having a baby are brought out prior to a dis-
cussion*ot a mother who had a conscious labor and delivery. 
They see 
themselves 
in labor. 
"I don't want much medication." 
"Neither do Il" 
"Me either." 
"I saw one woman have natural 
. childbirth. Etc."* 
***· 
During a discussion ot an unwed mother, a student interjects 
a co111111ent 'llhich reveals concern pertinent to the theme. 
Will 71f1 po-
tential mo-
therhood be 
realized? 
"She seems to feel she should keep 
the ba~. She wants the child ve 
badly.• 
"I guess all or us wonder at some 
time, 'Will I be able to have any?' 
*complete discussion recorded on page 32. 
:; 
Relationship 
to 
theme@ 
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Student 
reaction 
Talk about baby care, in a vividly descriptive manner, preci-
pitates an interesting reaction against one of the students. 
I'll be a 
good mother. 
"You know, the pendulum is always 
.swinging back and forth, first to 
one extreme, then to the other. 
If it would just restl Like with 
the care of a baby. Back and 
forthl (Gestures like a pendulum.) 
Not so long ago you were supposed 
to keep the baby on a schedule, 
and don't pick h1m up if he cries 
'cause you'll spoil him. And 
then, it's don't frustrate your 
baby. Feed h1m when he's hungry 
and give him plenty of love.• 
.. 
"It we went back to cave times, 
.we'd pick them up by the scruff 
of the neck." 
"You wouldl" (Several heads nod 
rather accusingly.) 
"You could pick it up with your 
. teeth." 
"I don't care1 My baby will get just as good care as yours willl" 
*** 
Dilemma: 
Where are the 
answers? 
Hostility 
toward class-
mate. 
Two students' concern with what it would be like to be a new 
mother is evident in the following. 
"One mother who had natural child-
birth said she felt like her baby 
was more a part of her. She 
didn't feel that way with her 
first one. She didn't see it for 
thirty-six hours." 
"It bothers me 1ha t the mothers 
.don't get to see their babies 
right away. I wanted to show a 
mother her baby for the first 
time, and r was told I shouldn't 
Relationship 
to 
theme 
I would wan 
to be awake 
to see .-r 
baby. 
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awaken her. I knew I'd want to 
be awakened, so I went to the 
room and talked real loudl7 to her 
roomate hoping she would wake up, 
and she did. She was so pleased. 
She said she could sleep an7 tfme.• 
*** 
•-------and 7ou know, one ot the 
grads came into the room, and she 
thought the mother hadn't ted the 
bab7 enough. ~e baby was sleep-
ing. And the grad took tbe bab7 
trom the mother and hit his teet, 
and was real impatient trying to 
wake him up so he would take 
more.• 
"It I were a mother and she did 
-that to me, X'd wonder what the7 
would be doing to WJ baby in the 
nurser,..• 
*** 
Student 
reaction 
Feelings about breast-reeding are discussed and thoughtfull7 
explored. 
I'll per-
a uade 'IllY' 
husband tha 
I should 
breast-teed. 
•some husbands think it's ugl7.• 
("Then otten the decision to 
breast-teed is dependent upon 
the husband's opinion?") 
"Yes, and 
like it. 
nice.• 
some ot them Just don't 
~e7 don't think it's 
"I think this is where 70u can 
-bring in 7our medical background. 
You can explain to him wh7 it' a 
beat tor the baby, and 70u' d have 
a long time to pull hila around 
to 70ur wa7 ot thinkinf• All 
during 70ur pregnane,.. 
•:r think he has the right to be 
-Jealous.• 
- r:.--
Relationship 
to 
theme@ 
I'll ignore 
his teel-
inga. 
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"I'd breast-teed an,-way.• 
"I think you can use friendly per-
suasion. You've got flenty ot 
tbJ.e to persuade hbJ.. 
I'll respect •rr m:r husband objected, I'd bottl&o 
his teelln£91. . teed. • 
Ignoring his 
feelings may 
be detr111en-
tal. 
•rt your husband doesn't like it, 
.and you do, and you're determined 
to breast-teed in spite ot him, 
how much psychological value would 
that be tor the baby? You'd have 
psychological tension, and that 
wouldn't be good.• 
***· 
Student 
reaction 
Concern with traditional obstetrical care stimulates discussion 
about how they would like to have their babies. 
Nurses 
aren 1 t going 
to care tor 
m:r baby. 
I wouldn't 
have any 
medication. 
I don't want 
a hospital 
delivery. 
nIt it were 'llf'1 baby, I wouldn 1 t 
let anyone have it. I'd come in 
and deliver, then hire a house-
keeper at seven or eight dollars 
a day and go right home and take 
care ot 'llf'1 own baby. • 
*** 
"I'd rather have a baby in a taxi-
cab. Then it wouldn't be born 
all 'blah'." . (Gestures imply 
'blah' to aean sleepy or limp.) 
*** 
"It scares mel I'd love to have 
a baby at home it I bad the money. 
'!'he more I think about what Dr. X 
said about birth, the more I 
agree. • 
("What did he say?") 
"He talked about Rank's theory ot 
birth being a traumatic experi-
ence. The way it's done, it's 
something to believe." 
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Relationship Student 
to reaction 
theme 
f" •Yes, put all your weight on the 
.patient's stomach. Push the baby 
out. Spontaneoua delivery, every-
body!" 
The above data have been selected and interpreted as 
it seemed to bear a relationship to theme #2. (Personalizes 
Motherhood.) The students eloquently reveal their own feel-
ings about being fUture mothers. They dramatically, and, 
perhaps overdramatically at times, discuss how they would like 
to handle mothemood when it becomes an actuality for them. 
It might be expected that the students would have dis-
cussed babies more frequently than they actually did. Little 
data was collected which revealed directly their feelings 
about babies. An inference could perhaps be drawn from the 
students' resentment of many of the mothers who didn't seem to 
want their babies. The students might have had possessive 
feelings toward these babies, desiring to compensate insome 
way for the mothers' seeming lack or feeling. However, the 
data did not bear this out. 
A question on the student enluation questionnaire* 
which could have elicited feelings of this kind and the stu-
dents' responses are presented below. 
*see Appendix A. 
~··· 
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Question No. s:* Do you think you were able to express your 
feelings regarding your relationships with 
babies? 
Possible Choices: Always; Frequently; Moderately often; Some; 
Never. 
Student 
#1 
12 
1/3 
#4 
1/5 
#6 
#7 
#8 
Choice Checked 
Always 
Moderately often 
Always 
Moderately a: ten 
Frequently 
Frequently 
Frequently 
Moderately often 
Supporting Statement 
"No hesitation was felt in regard 
. to expressing feelings about re-
lationship with babies." 
No comment. 
11 So maybe I have a 'frustrated 
mother complex 1 --so whatl" 
No collllll8nt. 
"Yes, as I more completely under-
stood why babies do such things--
cry, sucm--I could express my 
feelings." 
No comment. 
No comment. 
"Yes, but maybe I did not get the 
point across too well or often." 
Interpretation of Co~nts 
Tne frequency with which the students state they ex-
pressed their feelings regarding their relationships with ba-
bies seems to be at variance with the data. However, it is 
probable that their expression of feelings about mothers also 
revealed feelings about babies. 
Student #3 defensively suggests that she feels motherly 
toward babies. 
*See Appendix A. 
"· 
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Student #5 seems to suggest that she can express feel-
ings only when she has understanding. (Compare with previous 
comments on pp. 44 and 45.) 
Student #8 comments in a way which seems to bear out 
the lack or data in this area. 
THEME #3 
(Concern tor Sexual and/or Moral rssues) 
During the maternity nursing experience, it might be 
expected that many of the students' feelings and attitudes 
would reflect a concern about love-making relationships and 
marriage in our society and that this concern would be aroused 
by nursing care situations peculiar to maternity nuralng. 
The tollowlng excerpts from the group discussion materi 
al are significant in their relationship to this theme. 
Relationship 
to 
theme #3 
"Talking about patients who can't 
understand English very well--one 
of my patients, I think she's from 
Brazil, had her second baby the 
other day. Her first one was born 
in Brazil, I guess, And she said 
the runniest things. She's got an 
'
wtul cute baby, and she said, 
American babies are so intelli-
gent. ' She had the same husband 
after all." 
"How do you know?" 
"Milkman?" (Laughter.) 
"I was reading an article in Coro-
.net about Sweden. Something-
about that they can't go out on 
Student 
reaction 
- -"- --_ ~-- - ---- --
Relationship 
to 
theme 
Sweden ac-
,. cepts il-
legitimate 
children? 
Con1'o 1'1111 ty 
to cultural 
patterns o 
society 
difficult? 
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dates until they're sixteen or 
eighteen.• 
("Do you think that's a good idea, 
not to date until-~en?") 
"Oh, not• (Several similar re-
sponses here. ) 
"It you wait until you're eighteen 
and then go outl" 
"Well, what would be trouble to us, 
may not be trouble to them." 
"That's one way or putting it." 
"Did Coronet say Sweden's morals 
were poorf Are they too tree?" 
"Couples live together before they 
get married. :r guess they think 
they should know each other 
better.• 
"Yeah, and then, it 'J'OU can 1 t make 
it go, 'Goodbye', and no hard 
.feelings.• 
11 Think we should change society, 
-girls?" · 
(General assent and laughter.) 
"Oh, yesJ" 
"Yea, wish we could." 
("It would take some doing, wouldn't 
it, in a society in which the il-
legitimate child is not accepted 
"It's a real problem. I sat with 
an unwed mother the other day. Sh 
was heavily medicated, and she was 
talking about adoption. She said, 
1 I can't, I can't, I just cB.D't1 1 , 
Student 
reaction 
Fantasy 
.;.;_--
;:_t..--
Relationship 
to 
theme #3 
Atypical be• 
havior re-
garded w1 th· 
out censure. 
Will the 
child be 
branded? 
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over and over again. It was the 
first woman I've sat with. I was 
so at a loss!" 
"She's reeding her baby now. She 
.asked me if I would put the baby 
out of sight in the nursery durmg 
visiting hours. She thought her 
brother was coming to see her. I 
guess she didn 1 t want him to see 
the baby.• 
"How old is abet" 
"About thirty years old. She's a 
. very sweet woman. • 
8 She seems to feel she should keep 
. the baby. She wants the child 
very badly.• 
"I guess all of us wonder at some 
time, 'Will I be able to have 
any?'" 
"You know, she seemed to be in 
love with the man. I was sitting 
there with her and oh-h-hh---she 
was saying things like, 1It1 s 
bad enough having babies.without 
it being by that idiot.•, and 
then she was saying, 'Oh, your 
hair 1 s all mussed up and you 
look so cute that way. 1 She 
was so tender, I just knew she 
was taJdng to him." 
Do they put 'illegitimate' on 
the birth certificate?" 
*** 
Student 
reaction 
Feelings of 
helplessness 
and inade-
quacy. 
What would I 
do? 
Close iden-
tification 
with mother. 
Compassion. 
The students return to consideration of Sweden, and the follow-
ing remarks are made in response to the idea or Sweden's 
"immorality". (Gestured quotemarks.) 
One SOCi• ri'm glad JOU put quotes around 
ety's 1 the word. 
~::.-' -
--· . ..u·c:._. 
Relationship 
to 
theae #3 
"immoral! ty" 
might be 
moral. 
What are 
the out-
comes? 
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"I'd like to know what the divorce 
. rate is there." 
"r.r they're sure about what they're 
doing when they do get married,. 
I 1ll bet the kids don't have to 
put up with fights. I'd like to 
know what marks it leaves on the 
kids." 
"Do they really believe in pro-
. mis cui ty?" 
"No, they don 1 t run around w1 th 
.just anybody." 
·*** 
Student 
reaction 
The above segments or discussion show vividly these 
young woaens 1 consideration ot diverse standards ot sexual 
behavior and their outcomes. Their feelings are aroused as 
they talk about an unwed mother who seeks to make a choice 
between keeping her baby and putting her up tor adoption. 
They talk about another cultural pattern which accepts unwed 
motherhood and pre-marital living together. They dramatically 
reveal that as young women they are called upon to adopt a 
standard of sex relations in a world of conflicting standards, 
contrasting philosophies, and angry propaganda. 
Expansion of Data 
Did the data collected by way of student participation 
in a scheduled, weekly group discussion indicate that the group 
experience was valuable in any way? This section ot the study 
is presented to explore briefly this possibility. 
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The data used to support the three themes relating 
to the problem under study has many indications that the stu• 
dents were experiencing anxieties and tensions. Conrlieting 
themes are much in evidence. ~e incompatible relations be-
tween their personal ideals and experiential realities is a 
particularly obvious conrlict. A wide discrepancy frequently 
existed between their individual aspirations and the restric-
tions of the situation in which they were functioning. This 
can only lead to frustration and resentment. 
The concept of group interaction as a method of ten-
sion reduction in group psychotherapy is a well-known one. 
However, the group method as used in the study is clearly dif· 
rerentiated rrom group therapy. The group method deals with 
feelings and attitudes as well as facts, but explores only 
those that are conscious. Group therapy deals also w1 th 
feelings, but explores unconscious factors. 
One of the aims of group therapy as outlined by 
Hinckley and Hermann3 is to relieve tensions and anxieties in 
patients. The students' evaluation of the group method as 
used in this study indicated that a similar aim was achieved. 
The following questions and student responses are presented as 
data supporting this outcome of the group experience. 
3ainckley, Robert G. and Hermann, Lydia, Group ~eat­
ment 1n l'l'lchotherapy, p. 14. 
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·Question No. 13:* Incidental to the fact that you provided the 
researcher w1 th data for her study, do you 
feel that the group discussions were of any 
value to 70u personally? 
Possible choices: Of great value; Of considerable value; Of 
moderate value; 01' some value; Of no 
value. 
Student 
Ill 
#3 
#4 
#5 
#6 
#7 
#8 
Choice Checked 
or great value 
or considerable 
value 
or considerable 
value 
or considerable 
value 
or considerable 
value 
or moderate 
value 
Ot some value 
or great value 
* See Appendix A. 
Supporting Sta.tement 
"It helped in straightening out 
.attitudes and feelings towards 
various aspects ot this experi-
ence, and also gave me an oppor-
tunity to see how my feelings 
compared with those of the rest 
of the group.• 
"Yes, it gave us a chance to ex-
.press feelings which we were 
unable to express elsewhere." 
"It only to let out some gripes." 
"Certainly served to calm my 
.nerves. Felt it was very worth-
lihUe." 
"We were able to organize our 
.. work a little better for the 
next week by ta.tng over the 
problems." 
"Helped get a lot ot things ott 
.my mind." 
"Learned some views of other stu-
. dents to compare with my own. 
Belptul." 
11 I got to know the girls within 
.. my group better." 
,, 
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Question No. 14:* Do you think weekly group discussions could 
be valuable tor students during their entire· 
maternity nursing experience? 
Possible choices: Very valuable; Considerably valuable; 
Moderately valuable; or some value; or no 
value. 
Student 
#1 
#2 
#4 
#5 
#6 
#7 
#8 
Choice Checked 
Very valuable 
Moderately 
valuable 
Considerably 
valuable 
Very valuable 
Moderately 
valuable 
Very valuable 
Moderately 
valuable 
Considerably 
valuable 
* See Appendix A. 
Supporting Statement 
8 It 1 s an excellent way of dealing 
-w1 th frustrations and of shariniZ 
helpful or pleasant experiences :'i 
•u conducted like this one.• 
8 Especially if there were someone 
. around who could give us an ac-
ceptable answer to our questions 
and not just put us off with 
vague replies.• 
8 Because here a student can rea~ 
e:z:pres s how she feels. Small ' 
group discussion encourages 
stating or problems--sharing. 
It makes the student more able 
to express herself in other are~ 
gives her self-confidence because 
she can see others have the same 
feelings and setbacks. Especi-
ally good for starting students~· 
8 Problems could be discussed and 
maybe solved. It is good just 
to s1 t tor a while and t alk 
about what is bothering ru--
you feel so much better. 
No comment. 
•rr directed in general as this · 
.group was.• 
•Yes, in order to express the 1111Joo, 
- ture of feelings that can occur 
during this experience.• 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AlilD RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summarz and Conclusions 
Feelings are subjective tact to the one Who feels. 
~ese same feelings may be hypotheses to another. 
~e hypotheses so formulated are fragile and bear 
continuous investigation and ~!dation with the 
one Who feels. Hypothetical interpretation of the 
feelings of the other needs to be done with exqui-
site care and the ~erpreter ever mindful of their 
tentative qualities. 
The nature of this study has been primarily explora-
: toey. It has been concerned w1 th investigating a relationship 
which has received little attention in the literature; namely, 
the relationship which exists between tbe young nursing stu-
dent's response to the maternity nursing situation and her 
awareness ot her own female role. 
,, 
The ways in which eight basic collegiate nursing stu-
dents expressed feelings and attitudes during their maternity 
nursing experience which reveal an awareness ot their own 
womanly capacities were found to substantiate the hypothesis. 
l:e,-ron, Edna1 "Psychiatric Nursing in Maternity Nursing, Unpublished Research Study, Boston 
University, Boston, 1956. 
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1. ~ey closely identified with an ideal concept of 
motherhood. 
Throughout the group meetings there is ample evidence 
that the students did idealize motherhood. ~ey disclosed 
many feelings which reveal how closely they identified with 
1 this ideal. Mothers of whom they approved as well as those of 
I 
whom they disapproved were seen in the light of the students' 
expectations concerning motherhood. An obvious inconsistency 
existed between "motherhood conduct" as they ideally conceived 
it and •motherhood conduct" as they were able to observe it. 
-This seemed to cause the students anxiety and anger at 
first, but their initial anger appeared to give way to an ex-
ploration of some of the causative factors contributing to 
this discrepancy. ~e investigator conjectures that talking 
about their negative feelings toward the mothers who failed 
to meet their expectations perhaps gave the students an oppor-
tunity to realize that they were projecting their own ideal 
concept and led them to more positive feelings of acceptance 
and sympathy toward the mothers as a whole. It is interesting 
to note that the hostility the students directed toward the 
mothers at first may have been in a sense displaced by way of 
later hostile attack upon the patterns of obstetrical care, 
the doctors, and the nurses. 
The students' shift in emphasis from identification 
with an ideal concept of motherhood to identification with an -
!i 
, ideal concept of maternity nursing care is worthy of note. 
-· it:.. - ..... .. 
'· 
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The maternity nursing instruction they received in all proba-
bility included a presentation of newer concepts and trends in 
maternity care. The students' tendency to tie to an ideal of 
some kind is so very characteristic of the dedication of youth 
to ideals. They grip ideals so loyally that not only do they 
find numerous violators in their immediate environment, but 
they also must necessarily sutter from "shattered illusions" 
as a result. Many of the mothers contributed to the students' 
feelings of disillusionment, as did many of the doctors and 
nurses with whom they came in contact. 
That some of the students showed evidence of growth in 
handling their feelings toward mothers was brought out in sev-
eral ways. One student indicated that she had changed signi-
ficantly when she stated that toward the end of her experience 
she "raved" about the mothers she liked. This was in contrast 
to having "raved" only about the ones she didn't like at first. 
A second student felt that disapproval of mothers did not nec-
essarily make for a poor relationship with them. Another stu-
dent accepted hostlle feelings mothers have toward their babies 
as being very normal feelings, and a fourth student stated that 
she realized that everyone who has a baby doesn't really want 
it. These learnings are evident in the data as the students 
are seen to move in their discussion from rejection of the 
mothers to acceptance and beginning empathy. The part their 
maternity instructor played in helping them in thie progression 
shoUld be considered. 
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2. They personalized motherhood. 
Concern for what motherhood would be like for them pre-
~ cipitated student discussion along several lines. They voiced 
opinions about how they would like to handle labor and de-
livery, breast-reeding, immediate postpartum care, and baby 
care for themselves. Their vigorous response in this area or 
personalizing motherhood suggests that the maternity nursing 
experience could be an ideal situation 1n which students could 
be helped to work through any difficulties they might be having 
in accepting their feminine role as a potential wife and mother 
3. They were concerned with sexual and/or moral 
issues. 
A brier, but vivid, indication that the students were 
concerned about love-making relationships and marriage in our 
society was shown in their discussion about Sweden's cultural 
pattern and in their moving discussion of an unwed mother. 
Strong feelings or support were in evidence as they talked 
about the illegitimate child, the unwed mother and her dilemma. 
Their interest in a culture which accepts the unwed mother and 
the illegitimate child is some indication or the proble!IS in 
sex adjustment young people race in our kind or culture where 
sex taboos are extremely rigid. 
These discussions, as recorded 1n the data, suggest 
that the students may have been requesting guidance. Although 
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some societies have by custom approved premarital intercourse,· 
ours has not. It is evident that in the maternity nursing ex-
perience young students can be helped by their instructors: 
(1) toward a clarirication or the cultural patterns of our 
present-day society, (2) toward an interpretation or society's 
pressures for conformity to its pattern and the rationality 
behind such pressures, and (3) without censure, to see both 
the results of rebelling against and the needs tor society's 
authority. If nursing education assumes the responsibility 
ror helping students attain a greater emotional maturity, 
this is a significant area for guidance. 
Conclusions Unrelated to the Hzpothesis 
The data was expanded to include indications that the 
weekly group discussions had value incidental to their use as 
a method or study. The students' written evaluation or the 
group experience strikingly revealed its value to them and 
what they felt its potential value could be for students in 
maternity nursing. 
The most outstanding reature or the discussion activi~ 
tor the majority of the students was catharsis or a talking-
out process. The students stated that within- the framework 
or the group they had an opportunity to: 
1. Express their feelings. 
2. Gripe or blow-oft steam. 
3. Talk over their problems. 
- u-
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They felt that the group experience held a potential contribu-
tion for mate~ity nursing students in the following areas: 
1. Dealing with frustrations. 
2. Problem-solving. 
3. Sharing and comparing feelings. 
This evaluation seems to imply that the students had 
found the group discussions an aid in reducing tension and 
that the group experience had served as an outlet for express-
ing frustrations, problems, and anxieties which grew out of 
their clinical nursing experience. 
Suppression of significant feelings as a source of 
anxiety and tension is a well-known concept. The levels of 
aspiration the students at for themselves during their ma-
ternity nursing experience were often impossible of attainment. 
These levels were related to: (l) the kind of mothers they 
wanted to care for, (2) the kind of nursing care they wanted 
to give, and (3) the kind of obstetrical care they desired to 
see in practice. The resulting frustrations connected with 
these levels of aspiration found their expression during the 
group meetings. 
The conflicts the students experienced as a result of 
the irreconcilable quality or the relationship between their 
-ideal expectations and experienced reality, can be viewed as 
a valuable and necessary part of the maturing process. Con-
flict is a part of life and the resulting frustration is one 
that oftentimes promotes growth. When students set their 
' I 
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goals beyond what is possible, it would seem that they must be 
helped to merge their goals with what can be achieved within 
the limits of the situation. This in itself can be valuable 
learning. Toward this achievement, however, an appropriate 
setting or social context in which it is possible for the 
students to identify their feelings and to reorient them is 
essential. 
Student response to the group meetings as they were 
conducted during this study suggests that the group method 
could be such a setting. In a permissive, non-judgmental, and 
non-punitive atmosphere they felt that they could express 
their feelings of frustration and anxiety. This acceptance 
which places value on the students' feelings can do much to 
enhance the young student's need for self-esteem. It can give 
her, in part, the necessary encouragement toward becoming a 
person in her own right with the ability to think for herself, 
and toward becoming creative in her own ways with the ability 
to further her own growth. 
A crisp, starched, technically expert automaton is one 
thing----a warmly human competent nurse always encounters 
difficulties in interpersonal relations and gradually 
develops her skill in recognizing an~ doing something 
to clarify understanding about them. 
2Peplau, Hildegard E., Interpersonal Relations in 
Nursing, P• 53. 
. ------- -· -~· 
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Recommendations 
1. Since the present study is an exploratory one, the 
tentative nature of the findings suggests fUrther study rela-
ting to the problem. 
a. A sample of students should be studied who are 
having their maternity nursing experience in a 
non-traditional obstetrical set-up which em-
phasizes parent education, includes rooming-in, 
and provides an opportunity for students to 
give nursing care to prepared mothers in labor. 
b. ihe data obtained in the study lends itself 
well to deeper psychological interpretation. 
A similar study undertaken by a person oriented 
in group psychotherapy would make a valuable 
contribution. 
2. Provision should be made within the maternity nur-
sing curriculum for student expression of feelings at the out-
set or their maternity nursing experience, and for continued 
expression of feelings during this experience. The findings 
in this study indicate that provision for student participation 
in discussion free from academic pressures would be valuable 
to this end. 
3. Study in the use of the group discussion method 
with nursing students throughout their educational experience 
as a means toward promoting positive mental and emotional 
health should be continued. 
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4. A need exists. for continued exploration of student 
feelings and attitudes toward all aspects of their clinical 
nursing experience. 
s. There is a need to explore the relationship between 
students' feelings and attitudes toward a clinical nursing ex-
perience and the role models to whom they are exposed. 
6. Students should have an opportunity to explore and 
evaluate the various conflict situations in which they become 
involved during their nursing experiences. This can lead to 
a readiness to think tor themselves and share in the determina-
tion of what they can do to meet patient needs rather than per-
mit others to make all their decisions and govern all of their 
actions. 
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APPENDIX A 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF NURSING 
Research Study Phyllis Y. Forman 
Directions: Place check in appropriate box, and make a 
supporting statement. 
1. How orten did discussion in the group stimulate further 
thinking and discussion? 
Always ( ) Frequently { ) Moderately often ( ) 
Some { ) Never ( ) 
Supporting statement: 
2. Have you developed in your ability to express your ideas in 
a group? 
A great deal ( ) Considerably { ) Moderately ( ) 
Some ( ) None ( ) 
Supporting statement: 
3. As the group discussions progressed, did you reel rreer 
about expressing your opinion? 
A great deal ( ) Considerably ( ) Moderately ( ) 
Some ( ) Never ( ) 
Supporting statement: 
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4. Do you think you were able to express your feelings regard-
ing your relationships with mothers! 
Always ( ) Frequently ( ) Moderately often ( ) 
Some ( ) Never ( ) 
Supporting statement: 
5. Do you think you were able to express your feelings regard-
ing your relationships with babies! 
Always ( ) Frequently ( ) Moderately often ( ) 
Some ( ) Never ( ) 
Supporting statement: 
6. Do you think you were able to express your feelings regard-
ing your relationships with doctors! 
Always ( ) Frequently ( ) Moderately often ( ) 
Some ( ) Never ( ) 
Supporting Statement: 
7. Do you think you were able to express your feelings regard-
ing your relationships with other eo-workers? 
Always ( ) Frequently ( ) Moderately often ( ) 
Some { ) Never { ) 
Supporting statement: 
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a. Do you think you were able to express your reelings regard-
ing your relationship with head nurses? 
Always ( ) Frequently ( ) Moderately orten ( ) 
Some ( ) Never ( ) 
Supporting statement: 
9. Do you think you were able to express your feelings regard-
ing your relationship with your instructor? 
Always ( ) Frequently ( ) Moderately orten ( ) 
Some ( ) Never ( ) 
Supporting statement: 
10. Did you have hostility or feelings of dislike toward the 
researcher during the group discussions? 
A great amount ( ) Considerable amount ( ) Moderate 
amount ( ) Some ( ) None ( ) 
Supporting statement: 
11. Do you think you were able to express openly your feelings 
of hostility toward the researcher? 
Always ( ) Frequently ( ) Moderately often ( ) 
Some ( ) Never ( ) 
Supporting statement: 
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12. In what way did you see the researcher during group 
discussion? 
Instructor ( ) Graduate nurse ( ) Graduate student ( ) 
Group leader ( } None or these ( } 
Supporting statement: 
13. Incidental to the ract that you provided the researcher 
with data ror her study. do you teel that the group dis-
cussions were or any value to you personally? 
or great value ( ) or considerable value ( ) or 
moderate value ( ) Or some value ( ) or no value ( } 
Supporting statement: 
14. Do you think weekly group discussions could be valuable tor 
students during their entire maternity nursing experience? 
Very valuable ( ) Considerably valuable ( ) Moderately 
valuaHe ( ) Ot some value ( ) Ot no value ( ) 
Supporting statement: 
15. Did mothers meet your expectations: 
A great deal ( } Considerably ( ) Moderately ( ) 
Some ( ) None ( ) 
Supporting statement: 
